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Abstract. Consumer Generated Medias (CGMs) -- such as blogs, news forums, 
message boards, and web pages -- are emerging as locations where consumers 
trade, discuss and influence each other’s purchasing patterns. Leveraging such 
CGMs to provide valuable insight into consumer opinions and trends is 
becoming increasingly attractive to corporations. This paper describes COBRA 
(COrporate Brand and Reputation Analysis), a visual analytics solution that 
surfaces the text mining and statistical analysis capabilities described in our 
earlier COBRA papers. Our interaction technique of search, visualization, and 
monitor enables detailed analysis of many CGMs without overwhelming the 
user. A suite of visualization solutions expose a variety of embedded COBRA 
visual analytics capabilities. Real world client engagements and user studies 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. 
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1   Introduction 

Our COrporate Brand and Reputation Analysis (COBRA) solution allows clients to 
monitor and analyze a variety of Consumer Generated Medias (CGMs) [1]. We 
provide a unified view of a variety of datasources – such as blogs, message boards, 
news feeds, and clients’ internal datasets.  

The users create initial queries to populate the database with their sources. Users 
then create and refine text patterns to annotate useful entities, such as their brands and 
risk hotwords. This setup and refinement process is described in our earlier COBRA 
paper [1]. 

The system then extracts relevant snippets from each type of document, and alerts 
the user of information that matches their criteria. The system also enables the user to 
search the historical collection of snippets, and conduct deeper analysis on the results.  

This paper describes COBRA’s interaction layer that is presented to the end user 
analysts. 

To provide intuitive interaction with data and analysis, COBRA user interactions 
are organized around three high level tasks to find relevant information: search to 
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filter down to a subset of documents, visualize to graphically understand the results of 
analysis on those documents, and monitor to track potential risks to different business 
entities over time. These tasks are closely integrated through the analytics, but 
flexible enough to be performed in any order by the end user to allow for a 
customized workflow. For example, search results are visualized using different 
techniques; these interactive visualizations can surface interesting concepts within the 
data to monitor. To enable this, COBRA has a search panel that provides a visual 
representation of the search query to inform users of any refinements they have made, 
and allow them to narrow (or expand) the dataset being analyzed. A tabbed interface 
allows users to investigate attributes of their dataset through a variety of visualization 
and monitoring capabilities. Users can feed results of one visualization into a different 
analysis by selecting a document subset and switching tabs. This clean and concise 
layout provides an intuitive application framework that allows for smooth transition 
between the three tasks without compromising the ease or capabilities of any one task. 

To see how COBRA is used, we walk through a possible usage scenario. A typical 
user starts by viewing the newly generated alerts to monitor potential risks identified 
that day. The user notices that one corporate brand entity is mentioned with much 
higher frequency than others, and wants to understand the risk factors causing this. To 
find the correlations between the brands and risk hotwords, the user switches to the 
relationships tab. There, the user can easily find pairs of highly correlated brands and 
risk hotwords. Selecting one such pair and switching to the sentiment tab allows the 
user to further filter down to the documents with negative sentiment. These selected 
documents can then be automatically clustered to provide better insights, which can 
be used to create new risk causes to improve the daily monitoring. 

2   Search 

The top search panel serves many functions in our system. Because COBRA provides 
a unified view of multiple datasources, the panel quickly informs users of the unified 
and individual schemas. The panel also selects a subset of the data to be analyzed, 
specified by a semi-structured search query. This query can be explicitly specified by 
the user to isolate data of interest, or formed using exploratory visualizations below. 
In addition, the search panel provides a visual representation of the query so the user 
does not get lost, similar to the description by Kieliszewski, et al. [2]. 

The initial search panel surfaces the unified schema of all datasources at the top of 
the interface. It shows the commonly used dimensions (model, brand, hotword, and 
source) as multiselect dropdowns, along with a date range and text search inputs. To 
understand the meaning behind a dimension, the user can open a particular 
dimension’s dropdown to view its values and associated snippet counts. The advanced 
search can be expanded to show less commonly used dimensions and source specific 
dimensions associated with just a subset of the data. The date range is prepopulated 
with the minimum and maximum dates in the data, and the total snippet count is 
displayed. This progressive display of schema information allows users to understand 
the initial data without getting overwhelmed by metadata. 
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Fig. 1. Search and advanced search interface with an open multiselect dropdown 

Users manipulate the search query by adding or removing filters, which allows 
drilling down or moving up to define subset for analysis. Users can easily add 
multiple types filters at once by interacting with individual components and hitting 
the search button. Selecting options from the multi select dropdown adds structured 
field filters, entering keywords adds a text search filter, and a start and end date 
allows filtering snippets by date.   

Filters can also be added by interacting with visualizations that help users explore 
the data and navigate to an interesting subset. For example, a trend chart that allows 
users to drill in across time allows an option to apply that filter to the search panel. A 
correlation matrix will also surface that option, so the search panel can focus on some 
interesting cells with just one click. This convenience allows users to feed the result 
dataset of one visualization into the input data of another one, allowing for interesting 
workflows leveraging a chain of COBRA analytics. 

To ensure users know their position while navigating the search space, the “Current 
Search Attributes” area surfaces all active filters and total number of matching 
snippets. The area also allows users to easily remove filters if they are done analyzing a 
subset or just accidentally added a filter. To help users save and retrieve context across 
sessions, we are working to add the ability to save or load search queries. 

3   Visualize 

The essence of COBRA from the end user perspective is a set of graphical features 
supported by sophisticated analytics that surfaces a unique analytical results of the 
data through six interactive visualizations. 

Each visualization surfaces details of the data incrementally, to allow review and 
interpretation of selected results without overwhelming users with excessive 
information. For example, the high level charts of the Dashboard can be expanded to 
show more detailed trend charts and supporting documents. Similarly, relevant 
summary text in the Alerts tab can be expanded to the full set of supporting documents 
on particular issues of potential consequence. By providing a suite of visualizations 
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that progressively convey and explain statistical and textual analysis results, we 
empower users to gain a deep understanding of the vast amounts of data very quickly. 
Following are more detailed descriptions of the six interactive visualizations. 

 
Dashboard. The dashboard is the default tab users see when they log into COBRA. It 
uses interactive pie charts and trend graphs to provide a quick visual overview of the 
entire dataset. The dashboard also allows drilling into specific pie chart slices or graph 
time ranges to help users identify and select interesting results from the analysis. 

The dashboard is layed-out with the three interactive pie charts on top that show  
the most important dimensions: source, model and hotword. These three high level 
dimensions were determined through user studies and client requirements to guide 
insight. Below each pie chart is an interactive multi-line trend graph that shows the 
change in distribution over time for the dimensions in the pie chart. Included is an 
additional, hidden interactive pie chart and trend graph to display any one dimension’s 
distribution. 

 

Fig. 2. The dashboard screen shows the major pie charts and trend charts at the top. The third 
row in the dashboard is shown after selection in the top pie charts. 

The interaction model of the dashboard is top-down – interacting with any 
component updates the dataset shown in components below it. Selecting pies in any 
top pie chart updates the corresponding trend graph to show just the selected snippets, 
and reveals the third row to break down the selected snippets by a different 
dimension. Hiding the third row until the user makes a selection above makes it clear 
that it shows just the selection from above, and also keeps the initial dashboard 
uncluttered. Optionally, users can select a time span from the trend graph to select 
snippets by time, which updates the third row. 
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Each component shows the users’ selection, so they remember their context: 
selected pies are outlined in black, and the trend graph zooms into the selected time 
range. Each component also allows users to view the selected snippets’ text, or to 
apply the selected subset to the top search panel so it can be analyzed in a different 
tab. The end result is a very useful visualization that fulfills two roles. It provides an 
important high level view to give the user insight into the underlying dataset, and can 
be focused to find and isolate anomalies or spikes for deeper analysis. 

 
Taxonomies. The taxonomies visualization is useful for exploring the values of one 
dimension at a time, and allows drilling into one or more values to see the underlying 
documents. It is useful for exploring any dimension, whether it be a structured field 
originally present in the data (like source or author), or a dimension annotated by 
COBRA (such as brand or hotword). 

In addition, users can run automated text clustering algorithms to categorize their 
subset by text. These dynamic “text cluster” dimensions can be further modified 
through editing wordlists and regenerating the clustering, which can help create more 
meaningful clusters or isolate a subset based on text [3,4]. 

 

Fig. 3. The taxonomies view 

Relationships. This tab surfaces the relationship between values of any two 
dimensions. COBRA surfaces three different visualizations of the same relationship 
data: relationship matrix, relationship table and a relationship network graph. The 
relationship matrix shows the raw relationship data as a sortable matrix. Each row 
represents a value of the first dimension, and each column represents a value of the 
second dimension. Each cell counts the number of documents containing both the 
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value of the row and column. We add a normalized affinity value to the cell, which 
represents the significance of the count. This affinity value is used to color code each 
cell, with a red color calling attention to cells with high affinity. Clicking on a row or 
column header sorts the cells by affinity to a particular dimension value. Geoniem et 
al. showed that matrix representations outperform node-link diagrams for large or 
dense graphs in several low-level reading tasks, except path finding [5]. This matrix 
view is very useful to surface high-level structures, like communities, by finding good 
permutations of their rows and columns, which are difficult to spot in the relationship 
or graph views.  

 

Fig. 4. The color coded relationships matrix visualization 

The relationship table allows a more navigational, drill down view of the data so 
users can explore the relationship data one row at a time. Users are presented with a 
list of individual values of the first dimension, which can be selected to see the related 
values from the second dimension, along with counts and affinites.  

The relationship network graph shows the entire matrix at once by creating a 
bipartite network graph using the cells as edges between nodes representing the rows  
 

 

Fig. 5. The relationships table allows users to drill in one row at a time 
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and columns. Graph visualization is an intuitive way to discover and visualize node-
link structures in complex relations and outperforms matrix view and relationship 
view in critical path finding. We show the top edges corresponding to the highest 
affinity cells, and allow the user to control the number of edges displayed to reduce 
the visual clutter, so they can see more important data. 

 

Fig. 6. The relationships network graph visualization 

Key Influencer. This tab allows users to pinpoint the key influencer of the ideas in a 
particular subset. It identifies websites most frequently referenced  from the 
documents in the subset, which might influence the content of the CGMs. It also 
shows the top website the pages are from, to identify where the ideas are being 
posted. The look and feel of this tab is similar to the taxonomies tab. 
 
Sentiments. This tab surfaces positive and negative sentiments in snippets, which are 
derived using sentiment scores of the words in the snippet[6]. Instead of just displaying 
the number of snippets with positive or negative snippets, we allow users to correlate 
sentiment with a dimension of their choice. We will use an intuitively useful dimension 
“brand” in our example, as it shows clients which brands have the worst or best 
sentiment. However, the country or TextCluster can also provide useful results. 

We provide a sortable color-coded co-occurrence table at the top. This can be used 
to easily pick out the most positive or negative brands. The user can also filter the rest 
of the analysis to just selected brands by selecting one or more rows. 

We also present the user with the positive and negative trend stack plots side by 
side to convey sentiment’s time evolution and strength. The graphs are also highly 
interactive; clicking within the graphs narrows the dataset by the selected dimension, 
and dragging across selects a time range. 

As with most COBRA visualizations, users are provided with the text of snippets if 
they select a particular brand or time range. We highlight the positive and negative 
words in the text, so users can determine the meaning behind the positive or negative 
sentiment rating. 
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Fig. 7. The sentiment visualization shows positive/negative trend graphs, and document text 

Search Results. COBRA provides users with a traditional faceted search results view 
of their selected dataset. A facet tree on the left allows the user to quickly drill down 
to further narrow their dataset, and an stackplot graphs the number of documents 
versus time. The snippets and their documents are also shown below, in a list that is 
easy to sort and page. 

 

Fig. 8. The search results view showing a tree view, trend graph, and document text 
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4   Monitor 

Monitoring new data on a daily basis is important to clients that wish to monitor their 
brand’s social reputation real time. To facilitate that, the “Alerts” tab allows users to 
easily isolate documents within a given date range, such as ones from the past 
business day or week. A tree view at the left shows the distribution of snippets across 
models and brands, which can be used to filter the data shown in the rest of the 
screen. The alerts summary at the top shows the count and the most typical snippet for 
each intersection of alert causes and brands. Drilling into an alerts surfaces the 
underlying documents, with the alert causes highlighted, so users can decide if an 
alert poses any business risk. 

 

Fig. 9. The alerts view with tree view, summary table, and underlying documents 

5   Conclusion 

This paper described a web based visual analytics solution that surfaces COBRA’s 
reputation monitoring and analysis capabilities. The solution provides a suite of 
interactive visualizations that run textual and statistical analysis, and use progressive 
information disclosure to allow human validation of the results. Our tabbed interface 
provides a contained experience that quickly conveys the application’s capabilities to 
first time users. Combined with our search panel, we provide a relatively flat learning 
curve for users to monitor reputation alerts, search and analyze the dataset, and 
perform analysis chains. This combined approach has been tested in user studies and 
client engagements, and provides users with a flexible yet easy to use CGM 
monitoring and analysis solution. 

Moving forward, we plan on surfacing more analytics visualizations. In particular, 
we will be surfacing deeper word level statistics. Also, we plan to allow more 
customization of the analytics components and layout, to suit different business and 
user requirements. 
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